The Wolves of Currumpaw
William Grill 2016-07-12
The Wolves of Currumpaw is a beautifully illustrated modern retelling of Ernest Thompson Seton's epic wilderness drama Lobo, the King of Currumpaw, originally published in 1898. Set in the dying days of the old west, Seton's drama unfolds in the vast planes of New Mexico, at a time when man's relationship with nature was often marked by exploitations and misunderstanding. This is the first graphic adaptation of a massively influential piece of writing by one of the men who went on to form the Boy Scouts of America.

Elmer and the Rainbow
David McKee 2014-01-01
Elmer and the other elephants are waiting for the storm to end so they can see the beautiful rainbow. But something dreadful has happened—the rainbow has lost its colors! Elmer decides to give his own colors to the rainbow. But what will happen to Elmer if he gives the rainbow his own colors? Will he lose them forever?

Creative Teaching: English in the Early Years and Primary Classroom Chris Horner 2007-06-11 Presenting a range of exciting activities that support the development of creative English lessons within the existing structures of the Foundation Curriculum and the National Curriculum, this book: is packed full of interactive and creative teaching strategies provides guidance on assessing creative work highlights opportunities for creative literacy activities across the curriculum covers ages 3-11.

A World of Your Own Laura Carlin 2014-09-15 A beautiful picture book for children 4+ taking the reader on a journey through Laura Carlin’s own colorful and imaginative visual world.

Gorilla Anthony Browne 2008 Hannah loves gorillas but has never seen one in real life. For her birthday, Hannah asks her father for a gorilla but is disappointed when she discovers that the gorilla she's received is just a toy one.

Emily Brown and the Thing Cressida Cowell 2015-04-02 A classic Emily Brown bedtime story about being scared of the dark. From Children's Laureate, Cressida Cowell, Emily...
Brown and her rabbit, Stanley, are trying to sleep. But a Splish-Splosh noise is keeping them awake... It's a Thing! And this Thing just won't go to sleep. Emily Brown and Rabbit try everything, but nothing works. Just what could be the matter? This warm and witty picture book is perfect for sharing with children who may be afraid of the dark. With a gentle message that things are never quite as scary as they first seem. "It's funny, it's got twists and turns, and shows us, among other things, that we can spend too much time nurturing our fears rather than trying to conquer them." The Guardian

**How to count crocodiles**
Margaret Mayo 1998

**Disney's Mickey's Christmas Carol**
Barbara Bazaldua 1997 Mickey Mouse stars as Bob Cratchit in this simple retelling of the Christmas classic. These small board books, specially designed for little hands, tell four simple stories and then tuck back into their tiny slipcase for handy storage. Full color.-3 yrs.

**The Storytelling Handbook**
Gail Ellis 1991

**Letters and Sounds**
2007 Folder contents: Notes on guidance booklet, Six-phase teaching programme booklet, 1 DVD, 1 poster. DfES ref: 00281-2007FLR-EN The PDF version of this document is licensed to be made available on this library catalogue via a PSI Licence to reproduce public sector information.

**Harold and the Purple Crayon**
Crockett Johnson 2015-09-29 From beloved children’s book creator Crockett Johnson comes the timeless classic Harold and the Purple
Crayon! This imagination-sparking picture book belongs on every child's digital bookshelf. One evening Harold decides to go for a walk in the moonlight. Armed only with an oversize purple crayon, young Harold draws himself a landscape full of wonder and excitement. Harold and his trusty crayon travel through woods and across seas and past dragons before returning to bed, safe and sound. Full of funny twists and surprises, this charming story shows just how far your imagination can take you. “A satisfying artistic triumph.”

—Chris Van Allsburg, author-illustrator of The Polar Express

Share this classic as a birthday, baby shower, or graduation gift!

Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing: “Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom...bound to change your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask family and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do...
math (since studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names learn not to react when their peers tease them) to getting a vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of engagement with kids will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the same time.

**The Enormous Crocodile**
Roald Dahl 2018-08-28

From the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG! The Enormous Crocodile is a horrid greedy grumptious brute who loves to guzzle up little boys and girls. But the other animals have had enough of his cunning tricks, so they scheme to get the better of this foul fiend, once and for all! This picture book edition has a beautiful full-color interior and large trim to feature Quentin Blake's iconic art.

**The Giving Tree**
Shel Silverstein 2014-02-18

As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows
young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a classic that will now reach an even wider audience. "Once there was a tree...and she loved a little boy." So begins a story of unforgettable perception, beautifully written and illustrated by the gifted and versatile Shel Silverstein. This moving parable for all ages offers a touching interpretation of the gift of giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Every day the boy would come to the tree to eat her apples, swing from her branches, or slide down her trunk...and the tree was happy. But as the boy grew older he began to want more from the tree, and the tree gave and gave and gave. This is a tender story, touched with sadness, aglow with consolation. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss the other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends and A Light in the Attic! Akimbo and the Baboons Alexander McCall Smith 2009-02-01 Includes brilliant baboon facts!
Akimbo loves his life in Africa and the animals that live there. In this newest Akimbo story, a lady comes to study the baboons in the game reserve where Akimbo's father is the head ranger. Akimbo is keen to help and find out all he can about baboons—and in so doing comes closer to a much more dangerous animal …

First Day, Hooray! Nancy Poydar 1999 All over town, Ivy Green and her bus driver and her teacher and the other school employees get ready for the first day of school.

The Emotion Thesaurus: A Writer's Guide to Character Expression (2nd Edition) Becca Puglisi 2020-09-19 The bestselling Emotion Thesaurus, often hailed as “the gold standard for writers” and credited with transforming how writers craft emotion, has now been expanded to include 56 new entries! One of the biggest struggles for writers is how to convey emotion to readers in a unique and compelling way. When showing our characters’ feelings, we often use the first idea that comes to mind, and they end up smiling, nodding, and frowning too much. If you need inspiration for creating characters’ emotional responses that are personalized and evocative, this ultimate show-don’t-tell guide for emotion can help. It includes: • Body language cues, thoughts, and visceral responses for over 130 emotions that cover a range of intensity from mild to severe, providing innumerable options for individualizing a character’s reactions • A breakdown of the biggest emotion-related writing problems and how to overcome them.
Advice on what should be done before drafting to make sure your characters’ emotions will be realistic and consistent • Instruction for how to show hidden feelings and emotional subtext through dialogue and nonverbal cues • And much more! The Emotion Thesaurus, in its easy-to-navigate list format, will inspire you to create stronger, fresher character expressions and engage readers from your first page to your last.

*Walter's Wonderful Web*
Tim Hopgood 2016-08-16
A determined little spider named Walter is trying to make a sturdy web that will stand up to the blustery wind. The webs he makes at first are woven in special shapes--a triangle, a square, a circle--but they are still wibbly-wobbly. Can Walter make a web that is both wonderful and strong?

This simple, vibrant adventure is a lively companion to our two previous Tim Hopgood "first books": Wow! Said the Owl, about colors; and Hooray for Hoppy!, about the five senses.

*The Odd Egg*
Emily Gravett 2017-03-24
Emily Gravett's gorgeous story in an eggcellent board book format! The perfect board book gift for Easter - with a cheeky twist! All the birds have eggs to hatch. All except Duck. When Duck is delighted to find an egg of his own to look after: it's the most beautiful egg in the whole world! But all the other birds think it's a very odd egg indeed - and everyone's in for a big surprise when it finally hatches. With split pages that allow the visual jokes to unfold, The Odd Egg is another witty and lively book from award-winning creator, Emily Gravett.
**Dora the Storer** Helen East 1987

**Thomas Harriot's Artis Analyticae Praxis** Muriel Seltman 2007-05-09 This is the first English translation of Thomas Harriot’s seminal Artis Analyticae Praxis, first published in Latin in 1631. It has recently become clear that Harriot's editor substantially rearranged the work, and omitted sections beyond his comprehension. Commentary included with this translation relates to corresponding pages in the manuscript papers, enabling exploration of Harriot's novel and advanced mathematics. This publication provides the basis for a reassessment of the development of algebra.

**Bella Goes to Sea** Benedict Blathwayt 1996 Happy in her new home with William the fisherman, Bella the goose learns to fly. One day she decides to follow William in his boat and flies far out to sea. Then William gets shipwrecked and has to depend on Bella to save him. Are her wings strong enough to carry her back to the mainland for help. . . . ?

**The Giraffe and the Pelly and Me** Roald Dahl 2008-09-04 Phizzwhizzing new cover look and branding for the World's NUMBER ONE Storyteller! Billy's biggest wish is to turn a weird old wooden house into a wonderful sweet-shop. But then he finds a giraffe, a pelly and a monkey living inside - they're the Ladderless Window-Cleaning Company! Who needs ladders when you've got a giraffe? They become best friends and when they meet the richest man in all of England, there's a chance that Billy's scrumptious-galumptious
dream just might come true . . . Now you can listen to THE GIRAFFE AND THE PELLY AND ME (with ESIO TROT) and other Roald Dahl audiobooks read by some very famous voices, including Kate Winslet, David Walliams and Steven Fry - plus there are added squelchy soundeffects from Pinewood Studios! And look out for new Roald Dahl apps in the App store and Google Play-including the disgusting TWIT OR MISS! and HOUSE OF TWITS inspired by the revolting Twits. "A true genius . . . Roald Dahl is my hero" David Walliams

International Stratigraphic Guide

Beowulf Rob Lloyd Jones 2009 CLASSIC FICTION. This is a new title in the "Usborne Reading Programme", which is aimed at children whose reading ability and confidence allows them to tackle longer and more complex stories. Here, the oldest surviving epic in British literature is retold for younger readers following the adventures of hero Beowulf. This title is developed in consultation with Alison Kelly, who is a senior lecturer in education and an early reading specialist from Roehampton University. Ages 6+.

Wombat Goes Walkabout Michael Morpurgo 2000 While looking for his mother, Wombat meets many animals that are not impressed with his talent for digging and thinking. But when a fire approaches, they change their minds.
Masterful watercolors highlight this memorable new character. **Together at Christmas**  
Emma Chichester Clark  
2008-10-10  
It's Christmas Eve and both Melrose and Croc are alone in the big city. What are the chances that they might meet to share a wonderful Christmas together and begin a lasting friendship?  

**A River of Stories** Alice Curry  
2011  
Stories and poems connect children throughout the world like rivers flowing from country to country. They can encourage children to learn about the world of other children, in other places. This collection uses water as its theme to celebrate such imaginative cultural connections.  

**I Love You, Blue Kangaroo!** Emma Chichester Clark  
2015-04-02  
Every night Blue Kangaroo falls fast asleep, cuddled in Lily's arms. But as new toy animals start arriving, Blue Kangaroo worries that there just isn't enough room for him anymore. When he goes missing, Lily looks everywhere for him and it turns out NONE of the other toys mean as much to her as her first and favourite Blue Kangaroo.  

**Knock at a Star** X. J. Kennedy  
1999-09  
A collection of poems arranged in such categories as poems that make you smile, send messages, or share feelings; poems that contain "beats that repeat" or "word play"; and special kinds of poems such as limericks, songs, and haiku.  

**A Hero's Birthday** Emma Chichester Clark  
2009-01-01  
Melrose has planned a wonderful birthday for his great friend Croc: a stay at a villa by the sea, a wonderful tea and a...
lovely surprise. As Melrose goes out to get everything ready, Croc sits and waits, and waits. Wherever can Melrose be? Croc discovers that his friend is in danger, but will he reach him in time to save him?

Varmints Helen Ward 2008
When tall buildings and loud noise drown out the sounds of bees in the grass and birds in the sky, one soul cares enough to start over again and help nature thrive.

365 Creative Writing Prompts Writing Prompts
2017-11-11 BEST GIFT
IDEA 2018 - SPECIAL PRICE- Normally $16.95 (WHILE STOCKS LAST )
Creative Writing Prompts
Are you ready for new challenges guaranteed to help you improve your creativity, writing and conceptual skills in just a few short hours? With 365 creative writing prompts, you can. Remove yourself from your comfort zone, and start to explore the unchartered paths to finding new and improved writing styles to benefit you. 365 creative writing prompts is guaranteed to be the perfect writing companion. New Creative Writing Prompts

Katje, the Windmill Cat
Gretchen Woelfle 2006-08-08
When a dike breaks during a violent storm, flooding a little Dutch town, Nico's baby is saved by his heroic cat.

Stories from the Billabong James Marshall 2009-04-28
From the author of Walkabout come ten of Australia's ancient aboriginal legends, authentically and elegantly retold. Here you can discover how Great Mother Snake created and peopled the world with plants and creatures, what makes Frogs croak, why...
Kangaroo has a pouch, and just what it is that makes Platypus so special. The illustrations are by the aboriginal artist and storyteller Francis Firebrace, whose distinctive, colourful work is known throughout Australia and beyond. The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips Michael Morpurgo 2010-06-03 A heart-warming tale of courage, set against the backdrop of the second world war, about an abandoned village, a lifelong friendship and one very adventurous cat! ‘Classic Morpurgo brilliance’ – Publishing News My Big Brother JJ Odette Elliott 2009 J.J. must baby-sit his little sister for a week while their mother is at work. The siblings have fun together doing different things each day, and on the last day they decide to paint a mural on the garden shed. Just when they're finishing, little sister has an accident and paint spills everywhere. When Mom arrives she is horrified by the mess, that is until she notices the mural. Madame Pamplemousse and Her Incredible Edibles Rupert Kingfisher 2010-10-01 Madame Pamplemousse is the story of Madeleine, forced to work in her unpleasant uncle's horrible restaurant, The Squealing Pig. By chance she comes across the most marvellous shop, run by Madame Pamplemousse, which is quiet, discreet, yet full of delicious and otherworldly 'edibles' - Pterodactyl Bacon, Scorpion Tails in Smoked Garlic Oil, and Great Squid Tentacle in Jasmine-Scented Jelly. A quiet comradeship develops between Madeleine, Madame
Pamplemousse, and Madame's cat, Camembert. And together they create some wonderful culinary magic. Exquisite, beautifully formed prose that has echoes of Angela Carter belies a narrative that is full of pace. A wonderful fairy tale that will appeal to both adults and children.

**Essential Primary Grammar**
Myhill
2016-02-01

Essential Primary Grammar is an invaluable resource to ensure that you are firmly equipped to teach grammar. It helps you get to grips with your knowledge of grammar for the national curriculum – including the spelling, punctuation and grammar test – as well as providing you with some tried and tested ways to teach grammar. Underpinned by a series of research studies which have investigated the teaching of grammar, it will support you in how to teach grammar in creative and meaningful ways whilst supporting you in developing your own fundamental knowledge of grammar. Uniquely, the book takes a systematic step-by-step approach to explain the grammatical terminology specified in the national curriculum. It also illustrates how you might develop children's grammatical knowledge by offering a range of practical activities which are rich, meaningful and support children's development as confident and curious language investigators. Key features include: 

* Easy-to-read chapters which systematically focus on grammatical subject knowledge at word, phrase and clause level 
* Guidance in each chapter addressing typical grammar problems
or misconceptions, and some grammar jokes *
Inspiring suggestions for teaching activities to help children develop grammatical knowledge in meaningful learning contexts *
Reference to authentic children's books to illuminate the grammatical explanations and suggested teaching activities *
Ideas on how high quality talk about grammar and texts can be fostered in the classroom "This book gives an excellent research evidence based approach that puts the teaching of grammar firmly onto a book rich curriculum that not only enhances subject knowledge but also awakens an interest in the grammar." Jo Tregenza, Senior Teaching Fellow and head of initial teacher training at The University of Sussex, UK "Myhill et al manage to tackle some of the trickiest aspects of grammar with clarity and a lightness of touch that ensures the reader never feels they have been taken too far into the depths of linguistics. Every primary teacher needs a copy in their bag!"
Rebecca Cosgrave: Primary English Adviser Babcock LDP "This is extremely practical, explaining grammatical concepts in clear and helpful terms, and offering a range of engaging teaching activities for the classroom." Marcello Giovanelli, Assistant Professor in English Education, University of Nottingham, UK

An Extraordinary Egg Leo Lionni 2015 Jessica the frog befriends the animal that hatches from an egg she brought home, thinking it is a chicken.